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QUALITY AND ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
The future of MP Filtri is linked to the ability to adapt to the needs of customers. The world growing of markets obliges to
challenge competitors, operating on all geographic areas of the world.
This expansion highlights the need to obtain a competitive advantage on the following aspects: QUALITY, INNOVATION,
SERVICE AND PRICE.
The main goal is to improve customer service, product quality and production efficiency. The prevention of defects in the
product, the reduction of variability and the inefficiencies of the processes are the first objectives to be implemented.
How to support these goals is MP Filtri strategy:
•
Acquire only materials and services that have the expected quality requirements of customers;
•
Actively pursue quality improvements;
•
To improve the innovative capacity for the products already developed and for those of new conception, so as to
be able to share the market shares and, consequently, the turnover.
•
R&D investment to assure tecnological improvement used;
•
To mantain a high level of information tecnology used;
•
To assure company know-how and personal data protection through technical and organizational security
measures to preventive information computer vulnerability and external intrusions.
MP Filtri SPA works to create, with its industrial presence, to minimize any possible damage to the environment.
We stated that we care and we are committed with a complete plan, to prevent pollution by adopting appropriate
preventive actions and to improve the following points, following the current legislation:
-

Keep at MP FILTRI S.p.A. an environmental management system compliant with ISO 14001: 2015.
Define its environmental aspects and their impact on the environment, operating constant monitoring to prevent
exceed the risk thresholds determined.
Constantly to protect the environment.
Commitment to the disclosure to the entire staff of environmental policy and the significant environmental
aspects.
Improved continuously on the significant environmental aspects.
Involvement of all business functions in this effort.
Involvement of the companies that collaborate with MP FILTRI S.p.A.
Promote further training to those responsible for the environmental management system.
Determine and address the risks and opportunities that may affect the conformity of products and the
environmental impact.
Include In the company's business requirements of the business management system.

Monitoring of the performance for continuous improvement of environmental performance:
-

Reduce the consumption of energy and drinking water rebased on the company's turnover
Reducing the volume of processing waste
Improve the collection of waste
Improve the management of hazardous waste
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